A Look Back: June 2020 - June 2021

- Wrongful Conviction Compensation
  Op-Ed: Policy in Rhode Island

- Exoneree Network Launch
  A resource for freed people led by exonerees

- Thomas Rosa Freed
  After 34 years wrongfully incarcerated

- N.H. DNA Bill Signed
  Making life-saving scientific evidence more accessible to wrongfully convicted people

- N. McGeoghean Freed
  After more than 30 years wrongfully incarcerated

- Chief Justice Ralph Gants & Bobby Joe Leaster Honored
  In memoriam video

- James Watson Exonerated
  After more than 40 years wrongfully incarcerated

- Racially Charged
  A special film screening and conversation

- Trial 4 & Systemic Injustice
  A virtual discussion with the McCourty brothers

- Sean Ellis Fully Exonerated
  After a near 3-decade long fight

- Voices of the Innocent: Power in Community
  A powerful virtual experience

- Amicus Work
  Policy change through the courts

- www.NewEnglandInnocence.org
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